
November 30, 2010

Below is a list of selected concepts. Consider this is a first draft. Contributions to the
definitions/explanations are from Bhavna Rathore and Eirik Mikkelsen. Feel free to adjust
and add to the text where you think the explanations can be improved. Please send your
corrections to me.

• Schönberg-Chandrasekhar limit: The mass limit for the isothermal, helium core
(without nuclear burning). The limit applies for example to main-sequence stars
that have run out of fuel in the core and have a shell with nuclear burning around
the core. The maximum fraction of the mass of a star that can be contained in an
isothermal core and still maintain hydrostatic equilibrium is a function of the mean
molecular weights of the core and the envelope.
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Figure 1: Carroll & Ostlie (Fig. 13.1): The core is depleted of H after point 2 and the
star continues with H-shell burning. The Schönberg-Chandrasekhar limit for the He core
is reached at point 4.
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• Subgiant Branch (SGB): Stars with a luminosity that is intermediate between
giants and the main sequence in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram are classified un-
der the category of Subgiant branch stars. A star remains on the main sequence
as long as there is hydrogen in its core that it can fuse into helium. This process
occurs isothermally and it increases the mean molecular mass µ in the core. During
this increase in µ the Schönberg-Chandrasekhar limit is reached and the core begins
to contract rapidly. This contraction of the core causes an increase in temperature
enough to move the hydrogen fusion into a shell surrounding the core. The gravi-
tational energy released by the rapidly contracting core again causes the envelop of
the star to expand with low effective temperature. Later subgiants that are closer
to becoming true giants have larger diameters and lower temperature than stars of
similar mass in the main sequence. The SGB are shown by line before points labled
5 in above figure.

• Red Giant Branch (RGB): The Red Giant Branch is a part of the HR-diagram
where we find luminous giant stars of low or intermediate mass. The shell of these
stars are still fusing hydrogen into helium, while the core contains inactive helium.
Fusion is no longer taking place in the core. The rise in temperature heats up
the shell of hydrogen surrounding the core until it is hot enough to start hydrogen
fusion. This is called shell burning. This shell burning increases the radiation
pressure. This increased radiation pressure actually causes the outer layers of the
star to expand and maintain the pressure gradient, because of this expansion the
effective temperature to drop. Convection transports the energy to the outer layers
of the star from the shell-burning region. During this stage of expansion, the star
will move up and to the right on the HR diagram along the Red Giant Branch
(RGB). It is shown by the region after point labled 5.

• Hayashi track: The Hayashi track represents a boundary in the HR-diagram
between ”allowed” hydro-static stellar models and those that are ”forbidden”. To
the right of the Hayashi track, there is no mechanism that can adequately transport
the luminosity out of the star at these low effective temperatures; hence no stable
stars can exist here. Stars that are found close to the Hayashi track in the HR-
diagram are fully convective. AGB stars and RGB stars are found close to the
Hayashi track, these stars move up the HR-diagram parallel to the Hayashi track
(constant Teff .

• Red Giant Tip: At a certain point helium in the core of the star will reach a
pressure and temperature where it can begin to undergo nuclear fusion through the
triple-alpha process. For a star with less than 1.8M�, this will occur in a process
called the helium flash. The evolutionary track of the star will then carry it toward
the left of the HR diagram as the surface temperature starts to increase under the
new equilibrium. The result is a sharp discontinuity in the evolutionary track of the
star on the HR diagram. This discontinuity is called the tip of the red giant branch.

• dredge-up phases: Low mass stars (M . 2M�) may spend up to 20% of
their lives as red giants, whereas intermediate mass stars (∼ 2M� < M <∼ 8M�)
have much shorter red giant phases (¡7% of their MS lifetime). During the RGB
phase there is a deep convective outer envelope, which penetrates the deep layers
containing the remnants of hydrogen burning. Thus, newly synthesized nuclei are
mixed and transported to the surface. This process is called the first dredge-up.
As this name implies, there are further dredge-up scenarios, and thus the red giant
branch is only the first time the star travels up the giant branch of the H-R diagram.
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• Helium core flash: For stars of lower mass, as the helium core continues to
collapse during evolution up to the tip of the red giant branch, the core becomes
strongly electron-degenerate. At this stage the helium core contracts and therefore
heats up. Eventually the temperature needed to ignite the helium is reached (108 K)
and the triple-alpha process begins. For stars with M < 1.8M�, this causes the
helium flash, which occurs because the helium core is degenerate and the triple-alpha
process is very sensitive to temperature. Instead of expanding as the temperature
increases (as we expect for an ordinary gas), a degenerate gas conducts the energy
produced to other parts of the core and thus the onset of helium burning in a small
part of the core quickly spreads to throughout the whole core with almost explosive
energy release. This is the helium flash. Eventually the core temperature reaches
∼ 350 × 106 K causing the gas to become non-degenerate, expand and cool. The
helium flash marks the end of the RGB phase (Red Giant Tip).

• Horizontal Branch: The horizontal branch (HB) is a stage of stellar evolution,
which immediately follows the red giant branch. Horizontal branch stars are powered
by helium fusion in the core (via the triple-alpha reaction) and by hydrogen fusion
in a shell surrounding the core. Helium core burning is sometimes called the Helium
Main Sequence.
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• Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB): When the core is exhausted of helium the
star enters the AGB. At this stage a helium burning shell is formed. For the stars
with mass ∼ 5M� the temperature reaches upto 2× 108 K and its density is of the
order of 109 kg m−3. This is early AGB (E-AGB). Different layers in E-AGB branch
is shown in figure below.

At this stage the degenerate core is made of carbon and oxygen, and there is now
a thin helium-burning shell, at the base of the helium-shell, surrounding the C-O
core and above the He-shell, a thin hydrogen-burning shell, at the base of the outer
hydrogen-rich shell. The outer hydrogen zone contains a deep convective envelope
which, in stars with M & 4M� , transports the products of hydrogen-burning to the
surface when the star reaches the base of the AGB (second dredge-up). One of the
characteristics of the AGB phase is the thermally unstable He-burning shell. This
shell periodically produces a hundred to a million times the energy produced by the
H-burning shell on a time-scale of several tens of years. These energy bursts manifest
themselves as thermal pulses and hence this phase is known as the thermally pulsing-
AGB or TP-AGB phase. These pulses typically happen every 104 years or so for a
C-O core mass of ∼ 0.6−0.8M� , during which time the star is quiescent. The pulses
create convective zones in the He-burning shell. Furthermore, after the extinction of
the He-burning thermal pulse, the outer convective zone then penetrates deep into
the hydrogen and helium burning shells where, eventually, it can transport carbon
to the surface. This is called the third dredge-up. Different stages of AGB branches
are shown in above figure 13.5.

• He shell flash: At this stage the helium core contracts and therefore heats
up. Eventually the temperature needed to ignite the helium is reached (108 K)
and the triple-alpha process begins. This causes the helium flash, which occurs
because the helium core is degenerate and the triple-alpha process is very sensitive
to temperature.

• carbon stars: A carbon star is a late-type (”late-type”: at the low Teff end of the
HR-diagram, hot, blue stars are ”early-type”) giant star similar to a red giant (or
occasionally to a red dwarf) whose atmosphere contains more carbon than oxygen;
the two elements combine in the upper layers of the star during the third dredge-
up stage of AGB, forming carbon monoxide, which consumes all the oxygen in the
atmosphere, leaving carbon atoms free to form other carbon compounds.

• planetary nebula: A planetary nebula forms when a star can no longer support
itself by fusion reactions in its center. The gravity from the material in the outer
part of the star takes its inevitable toll on the structure of the star, and forces the
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inner parts to condense and heat up. The high temperature central regions drive
the outer half of the star away in a brisk stellar wind. When the process is complete,
the remaining core remnant is uncovered and heats the now distant gases and causes
them to glow.

• population I,II,III stars: Stellar populations are categorized as I, II, and III,
with each group having decreasing metal content and increasing age. The popu-
lations were named in the order they were discovered, which is the reverse of the
order they were created. Thus, the first stars in the universe (low metal content)
were population III, and recent stars are population I. older stars do have fewer
heavy elements, the fact that all stars observed have some heavier elements are
Population III formed stars in the early universe. The next generation of stars was
born out of those materials left by the death of the first. The oldest observed stars,
known as Population II, have very low metallicities as subsequent generations of
stars were born they became more metal-enriched, as the gaseous clouds from which
they formed received the metal-rich dust manufactured by previous generations. As
those stars died, they returned metal-enriched material to the interstellar medium
via planetary nebulae and supernovae, enriching the nebulae out of which the newer
stars formed ever further. These youngest stars, including the Sun, therefore have
the highest metal content, and are known as Population I stars.

• main-sequence turn-off point: The point on the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram
of a star cluster at which stars begin to leave the main sequence after the exhaustion
of its main fuel.. The main-sequence turnoff is a measure of age; in general, the older
a star cluster, the fainter the main-sequence turnoff.

• Hertzsprung gap: The giants are separated from the main sequence by a gap
named for Hertzsprung, who in 1911 became the first to recognize the difference
between main sequence and giant stars. Stars cross this region very quickly once
they leave the main sequence because their outer layers are expanding rapidly. While
the star’s luminosity remains roughly constant, the surface temperature goes down
so that the star follows an approximately horizontal path from left to right on the
HR diagram.
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In the diagram, the complete absences of stars between the massive ones just leave
the main sequence and red giant region. It points out that the very rapid evolution
occurs in the stars just after leaving the main sequence.

• Luminous blue variables (LBV): also known as S Doradus variables and Hubble-
Sandage variables. Progenitor mass > 85M�. Characteristics: Among the most
luminous stars in galaxies, typically in excess of 106L�. High effective tempera-
tures (15000 K - 30000 K). Upper left portion in the H-R diagram. Irregular and
unpredictable variations, large mass loss. Mechanisms : Possible mechanisms for
behaviour include exceeding the Eddington luminocity limit with radiation driving
mass loss from the surface, atmospheric pulsation instabilities, presence of binary
companion(s). Will end in supernova. Examples include P Cygni, η Carinae.

• η Carinae: Extreme example of a LBV, but best studied. Reported as being 2nd
magnitude between 1600 and 1830, more active in 1820-1830, sudden outburst in
1837 and fluctuated between 0th and 1st magnitude for 20 years. Faded to 8th
magnitude by 1870. Period between 1837 and 1856 dubbed the ”Great Eruption”,
smaller eruption took place around 1895. Currently at magnitude six. Images
reveal the ”homunculus”, bipolar lobes expanding at about 650 km/s. Also there is
a equatorial disk, possibly due to high rotation velocity. The homunculus is mostly
hollow but the shell contains H2, CH, OH, is enriched in He and N and depleted
in C and O. Atomic composition suggest lobe material has undergone CNO-cycle.
Current mass loss rate at about 1/1000 M� pr year, during great eruption possibly
3M� ejected, luminocity possibly 2 × 107L�. Present luminocity at 5 × 106L�,
effective temperature ∼ 30000K, peaks in UV.

• Wolf-Rayet stars (WR): Related to LBV, progenitor mass ∼ 20M�. Character-
istics : Unusually strong and broad emission lines rather than absorption lines, very
hot - effective temperature 25000 K - 100000 K, large mass loss with wind speeds
ranging from 800 km s−1 to 3000 km s−1. Strong evidence that all WR stars are
rotating rapidly. Less variation than LBV. Spectra reveals atypical composition;
WN class dominated by He, N emission although C, O, H detectable; WC class
dominated by He, C emission and absence of N and H lines; WO class (much rarer)
spectra containing prominent O lines with contribution from highly ionized species.
Further classification based on the degree of ionization of species in the atmosphere.
Mechanisms : Trend in composition from WN to WC to WO recognized as a con-
sequence of the mass loss of the stars. WN has lost virtually all of the hydrogen
dominated envelope, revealing material synthesized by nuclear reactions in the core.
Convection in core has brought equilibrium CNO-cycle processed material to sur-
face. Further mass loss ejects CNO material, exposing helium burning material from
triple-α process. Even further mass loss strips all but oxygen component of triple-α
ash. Will end in supernova.

• Blue supergiant stars (BSG): Last stage before supernova for stars with initial
mass < 20M�.

• Red supergiant stars (RSG): Early supergiant stage for progenitors between
approximately 10M� and 40M�. Stars between 10M� and 20M� go on to the BSG
stage; stars between 20M� and 40M� go on to the WR (WN class) stage; and stars
from 40M� and up go to the Of stage.

• Of stars: O class supergiants with pronounced emission lines. Progenitor star
> 40M�. For progenitor stars between 40M� and 85M�, the next stage is the WR
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(WN class). For higher mass progenitors, the next stage is LBV.

• Humphreys-Davidson luminosity limit: Most massive stars never evolve to the
red supergiant portion of the H-R diagram. There seems to be a upper luminosity
cut-off, a diagonal in the H-R diagram that runs from high L, high T to lower L,
lower T. When stars below about 40 M� reach this diagonal in their evolutionary
tracks, they continue at constant luminocity.

• Classification of supernovae (SN):

– Type I shows no hydrogen lines in the spectra.

∗ Type Ia show strong Si II line at 615 nm. Consistent light curve, standard
candle. Possible mechanism is binary system where white dwarf accretes
enough mass to exceed Chandrasekhar limit.

∗ Type Ib strong helium lines. Core collapse SN.

∗ Type Ic no helium lines. Core collapse SN.

– Type II shows strong hydrogen lines in the spectra. Core collapse SN.

∗ Type II-P shows a plateau in the light curve between 30 and 80 days
after max magnitude. Most common. Plateau due to recombination in
hydrogen rich envelope, possibly supported by radioactive decay of 56

28Ni
with τ1/2 = 6.1 d.

∗ Type II-L has a linear light curve in the same period.

• Photodisintegration: At extremely high temperatures (> 5 × 109K), photons
posess enough energy to destroy heavy nuclei.

56
26Fe + γ → 134

2He + 4n

4
2He + γ → 2p+ + 2n

Rapid process which undos the stars life achievement of producing elements heavier
than H and He. Highly endothermic, so pressure drops and a collapse is initiated.

• Electron capture: After photodisintegration, electrons that has helped support
the star through degeneracy pressure are captured by heavy nuclei and by protons
produced through photodisintegration.

p+ + e− → n+ νe

At this point, the neutrino luminocity is several orders of magnitude larger than the
photon luminocity. The loss of degeneracy pressure and the thermal pressure drop
from photodisintegration initiates the collapse of the core.

• Supernova lightcurve:

– Type I

∗ Ia Peak brightness of -18.4 MB, standard candle.

∗ Ib and Ic 1.5 to 2 magnitudes fainter than Ia in blue.

Declines about 0.065 magnitudes pr day at 20 days. After 50 days the rate
of decline slows and becomes constant at 0.010 mag pr day for Ib and Ic, and
0.015 mag pr day for Ia.
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– Type II Rapid rise in luminocity, peak brightness typically 1.5 mag dimmer
than Ia. Peak is followed by steady decrease, dropping 6 - 8 mag in a year.

∗ II-P Plateau in lightcurve between 30 and 80 days after maximum.

∗ II-L No detectable plateau. More rare, one II-L for every ten II-P.

• S-process and r-process nucleosynthesis: In higher proton number nuclei, the
Coulomb barrier is difficult to cross for charged particles. This limitation does not
exist for neutrons, so nuclear reactions involving neutrons can occur even at low
temperatures. The reaction with neutrons

A
ZX + n→A+1

Z X + γ

result in more massive nuclei that are either stable or unstable against beta decay,

A+1
Z X →A+1

Z+1 X + e− + ν̄e + γ.

If the beta-decay half life is short compared to the timescale for neutron capture,
the neutron capture process is said to be slow (s-process), and tend to yield more
stable nuclei. Tend to occur during normal phase of stellar evolution.

If on the other hand the beta decay reaction is long compared to neutron capture
time scale, the reaction is called a rapid process, or r-process. R-process result in
neutron rich (and more unstable) nuclei. Occur during a supernova when a large
flux of neutrinos exists.

Neither process contributes significantly to energy production, but they account for
abundance of nuclei with A > 60.
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